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Nidhogg with guns and trams.. this game is absolutely amazing, it is a great party game but i wish it had online multiplayer.. t is
the far future, the year is 1999, and everything looks like a 1980s space anime; no, you're not tripping on mushrooms and having
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a flashback to your childhood, you're playing Capsule Force. Capsule Force is the hot new couch competitive multiplayer game
that is going to look great in your library next to Samurai Gunn, TowerFall, Nidhogg, and Hidden in Plain Sight.. 2v2 Nidhogg
with Guns. This port has support for both analogue and 8-way digital inputs, making it significantly better than the console
release.. I'd recommend if you buy it you go with low expectations. For a 5 dollar game it's bad but, for a indie game when you
have nothing to do, it is very addictive. There is a skill ceiling and it is pretty fun to evolve as a player.. If you have a good
friend that is willing to duel you on the couch to video games, you'll get some fun out of this. It doesn't last for too long due to
the way that it's designed, but that doesn't mean the experience isn't worth having.. Basically unplayable without a controller
because of the binding of the 360 degree shot angle to keys instead of the mouse.. I recently purchased this game after having it
recommended to me multiple times through steam and hearing about it via the 'Hello, From the Magic Tavern' podcast. I'm a
fan of the indie platformers and willing to try most things under $20 if they are justified. I honestly hoped to find more to this
local multiplayer game but after under an hour on single player mode I'm having a difficult time. The missions are similar to
early smash brothers target practice modes, 'avoid getting hit' speed runs, general control testing and advanced versions of target
practice. Beating modes with ranks C or above means moving onto the next set of missions (eventually resulting in alternate
stage layouts), B and above means alternate costumes, A and S rank means concept art. Beating all mission types and levels
unlocks hardmode and credits. If this game goes under 60% on sales and you host video game parties comfortably with steam
then pick this game up for variety, otherwise I can't reccomend this for single players who require online multi-player more
often than not. The art style is very cute and I greatly support the people at the previously mentioned podcast.
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